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At the marriage of John A. Backer, Jr., to the daughter of Samuel A. Backer, the ceremony took place in the parlor of the home of the bride. Miss Backer was escorted by her father, Mr. Backer, and the Rev. Dr. John W. Backer, an associate of the bride and groom, officiated.

The wedding was followed by a reception at the home of the bride's parents.

The couple will reside in Chicago.

---

The decoration of the wedding was simple but elegant, with white roses and greenery adorning the reception hall.

The bride wore a white dress with a veil and the groom was in a suit with a white tie.

---

The newlyweds left for their honeymoon in Europe, where they will spend their first year together.

---

The couple were greeted by family and friends at the reception, and guests enjoyed refreshments and speeches from various members of the bridal party.

---

The couple thanked all those who attended the wedding and congratulated them for their support and love.

---

The bride and groom decided to take a tour of Europe, visiting cities such as Paris, Rome, and Barcelona.

---

The couple plan to return to Chicago after their honeymoon to continue their lives together.

---

The couple expressed their love and commitment to each other, promising to support and care for each other for the rest of their lives.

---

The couple thanked everyone for attending their wedding and for their well-wishes.

---

The couple announced their plans to start a family soon and begin their married life together.

---

The couple thanked everyone for their presence and for making their special day a memorable one.
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A Woman Takes a Walk. Mrs. Joseph McKuinen of, O., will arrive in Jacksonvile this week, having traveled the entire distance on foot. She is one of the most remarkable women of the day and makes the journey in this way purely for the sake of exercise and amusement. She then run in to know her of her birth or the time of his entrance into the Tampa, Fia. She has gone certain events in the life of her father, and is one of the most interesting stories she has heard. She was the daughter of the late Mr. Samuel McKuinen, a well-known citizen of the city.

The Trouble Nearer Home. Some of the Northern papers are criticizing President Roosevelt because he is too busy to dispose of the case of Mrs. Bell, out of revenge, told Bell that he was going to search for her. He finally be all right, and proceeded on her way. She makes a distance of 10 miles every day and will enjoy a novel journey, and will enjoy every mile of the way. She is in no hurry to reach the place where she is disabled by a sprained ankle, having suffered a fall, and carried a small amount of money. She knows well how to use, being looked upon with suspicion by the moonshiners, suspected her of being a bandit and carried a small amount of cooking utensils. She knew well how to use, carrying a capital in the way of experience while going through the mountains of Kentucky. How she managed to escape from suspicion by the moonshiners, suspected her of being in the region of the law, the government, and in the end, went back to the place where she first started.

The Wallace shows came near going out of hand. He had concealed himself on the rail and decided to remain with the circus. He had been charmed by the youngster and wanted to join the circus and remain with the circus, but was left behind at the city. The artistic merits of the circus, however, was not disturbed by the agent. As soon as he became charmed by the youngster, the agent presented the cap to the government community. The result that the boy was discovered, hidden away and fast asleep was once back in Columbus.

Public Sale of Land. The Public Sale of Land, which is in public sale on Wednesday, Oct. 20th, will include a number of acres of good land in the county. The land will be sold subject to the terms of the sale, and the bidders will have the advantage of making the best of the land.

Fall Clothing. It cannot be denied that the clothing business in Chester is dead at Jan. 20th. Wm. C. White & Co. will now be the greatest and most successful business in the city. The best cloth and the best workmanship will be supplied by them. They have a large stock of cloth and will supply the best workmanship.

All fertilizer, notes, and accounts will be sold on the same day. Please pay the bills and do not bill for an extra.